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(54) Split-core type motor and method of manufacturing armature of split-core type motor

(57) A split-core type motor, which makes work for
connecting lead wires of split coils simple and efficient
and can reduce manufacturing costs by reducing time
taken to connect wires, is realized.

A split-core type motor includes: at least a plurality
of split coils that are formed by winding coils on split cores
on which insulating members have been mounted; a sta-
tor that is formed by disposing the plurality of split coils
in an annular shape; crimp terminals that connect lead
wires of the split coils by being crimped so that the lead
wires of the split coils correspond to a u phase, a v phase,
and a w phase of a three-phase AC power source, and
form terminals corresponding to the u phase, the v phase,
and the w phase, respectively; and a resin mold part that
covers the coils and the lead wires while power line con-
necting portions of the crimp terminals are exposed to
the outside.
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Description

BACKGROUND

1. Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a split-core type
motor in which a plurality of split cores on which coils
have been wound are assembled in an annular shape to
form a stator (armature), and a method of manufacturing
an armature of the split-core type motor.

2. Description of Related Arts

[0002] In general, a split-core type motor includes an
excitation unit that includes a plurality of permanent mag-
nets provided along a rotor core in a circumferential di-
rection, and an armature which is provided so as to sur-
round the excitation unit and in which a plurality of split
coils are built in along a stator core in the circumferential
direction.
[0003] The split-core type motor makes current flow in
the coils of the armature so as to cross the magnetic flux
generated by the permanent magnets of the excitation
unit, and rotates a rotor by generating a driving force on
the rotor in the circumferential direction by electromag-
netic induction.
[0004] A split coil, which is formed by winding first and
second coils on the outside and inside of teeth respec-
tively in a radial direction and connecting both the coils
in the form of one coil through crimping, soldering, ad-
hesion, a printed circuit board, or the like, is disclosed as
a technique relating to an armature of a split-core type
motor (for example, see Japanese Patent Application
Laid-Open Publication No. (JP-A) 11-252844). In addi-
tion, the respective coils wound on the respective teeth
form a three-phase armature coil by being connected,
and an annular yoke part is disposed on the outer pe-
riphery of the three-phase armature coil.
[0005] Incidentally, in the technique of JP-A
11-252844, the first and second coils form one coil by
being connected through crimping, soldering, adhesion,
a printed circuit board, or the like. However, in JP-
A11-252844, a technique for forming one coil with the
first and second coils focuses on increasing the cross-
sectional area of the coil in a slot by forming the cross-
sectional shape of the coil that corresponds to a slot
shape.
[0006] Further, in the technique of JP-A 11-252844,
the respective coils wound on the respective teeth form
the three-phase armature coil by being connected. How-
ever, the specific wire-connection structure of the three-
phase armature coil is not mentioned at all.
[0007] Furthermore, methods of connecting the coils,
such as crimping, soldering, adhesion, and a printed cir-
cuit board, are mentioned on the same level in the tech-
nique of JP-A 11-252844. That is, manufacturing costs
including which method is more advantageous in the re-

duction of time taken to connect wires is not considered
in the technique of JP-A 11-252844.
[0008] In particular, when a split coil having a large
number of lead wires is connected by soldering that has
been most widely used in the past, much time is taken
to connect wires, so that manufacturing costs are in-
creased.

SUMMARY

[0009] The invention has been made in consideration
of the above-mentioned circumstances, is intended to
make work for connecting lead wires of coils wound on
split cores simple and efficient, and provide a method of
manufacturing a split-core type motor capable of reduc-
ing manufacturing costs, and an armature of the split-
core type motor, by reducing the time taken to connect
wires.
[0010] To achieve the above object, a split-core type
motor according to an aspect of the invention includes
an excitation unit that includes permanent magnets and
an armature that includes a plurality of split coils. The
armature includes at least the plurality of split coils, a
stator, crimp terminals, and a resin mold part.
[0011] The plurality of split coils are formed by winding
coils on split cores on which insulating members have
been mounted,
[0012] The stator is formed by disposing the plurality
of split coils in an annular shape and molding the annular
split coils with the resin mold part.
[0013] The crimp terminals include power line connect-
ing portions. The crimp terminals connect lead wires of
the split coils by being crimped so that the lead wires of
the split coils correspond to a u phase, a v phase, and a
w phase of a three-phase AC power source, and form
terminals corresponding to the u phase, the v phase, and
the w phase, respectively.
[0014] The resin mold part covers the coils and the
lead wires while the power line connecting portions of
the crimp terminals are exposed to the outside.
[0015] Meanwhile, a method of manufacturing an ar-
mature of a split-core type motor according to another
aspect of the invention is a method of manufacturing an
armature of a split-core type motor in which a plurality of
split coils are built in a stator core, and includes at least
producing the split coils, assembling the split coils, con-
necting the split coils, and molding a stator.
[0016] In the producing of the split coils, the plurality
of split coils are produced by mounting insulating mem-
bers on split stator cores and winding coils on the split
cores.
[0017] In the assembling of the split coils, the plurality
of split coils are assembled in an annular shape.
[0018] In the connecting of the split coils, lead wires of
the split coils are connected by crimping crimp terminals
including power line connecting portions so that the lead
wires of the split coils correspond to a u phase, a v phase,
and a w phase of a three-phase AC power source, and
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the crimp terminals form terminals that correspond to the
u phase, the v phase, and the w phase, respectively.
[0019] In the molding of the stator, the coils and the
lead wires are covered with a resin mold part so that
power line connecting portions of the crimp terminals are
exposed to the outside.
[0020] According to the aspect of the invention, the
crimp terminals including the power line connecting por-
tions connect the lead wires of the coils wound on the
plurality of split cores by being crimped so that the lead
wires of the split coils correspond to the u phase, the v
phase, and the w phase of the three-phase AC power
source. The crimp terminals form terminals that corre-
spond to the u phase, the v phase, and the w phase,
respectively.
[0021] Further, according to the aspect of the inven-
tion, since the stator is formed by covering and filling the
coils and the lead wires with the resin mold part while the
power line connecting portions of the crimp terminals are
exposed to the outside, the power line connecting por-
tions are easily installed on the resin mold part.
[0022] Accordingly, the split-core type motor according
to the aspect of the invention makes the work for con-
necting the lead wires of the coils wound on the split cores
simple and efficient and can reduce manufacturing costs
by reducing the time taken to connect wires.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0023]

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram when a split-core type
motor according to an embodiment is formed as a
SPM motor;
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram when the split-core
type motor according to this embodiment is formed
as an IPM motor;
FIGS. 3A illustrate a left side view of a split core of
this embodiment;
FIGS. 3B illustrate a front view of a split core of this
embodiment;
FIGS. 3C illustrate a right side view of a split core of
this embodiment;
FIG. 4 is a schematic perspective view of the split
core of this embodiment;
FIG. 5 is a schematic perspective view illustrating a
state in which split coils of this embodiment are dis-
posed;
FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram illustrating a state in
which the split coils of this embodiment are disposed
in an annular shape;
FIG. 7 is a schematic perspective view of a crimp
terminal that is used in this embodiment;
FIGS. 8A is a diagram illustrating a three-phase AC
connection circuit of lead wires of coils of this em-
bodiment;
FIGS. 8B is a diagram illustrating a three-phase AC
connection circuit of lead wires of coils of this em-

bodiment;
FIG. 9 is a schematic perspective view of a terminal
block of this embodiment;
FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram illustrating a state in
which the crimp terminal of this embodiment is tem-
porarily fixed onto the terminal block;
FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram illustrating a state in
which the armature is molded as a single body in this
embodiment;
FIG. 12 is a perspective view of the armature that is
molded as a single body in this embodiment, when
seen obliquely from the top;
FIG. 13 is a perspective view illustrating a state in
which the stator (armature) molded as a single body
is received in a casing in this embodiment, when
seen obliquely from the top;
FIG. 14 is a diagram illustrating steps of a method
of manufacturing the armature of the split-core type
motor according to a first embodiment; and
FIG. 15 is a diagram illustrating steps of a method
of manufacturing the armature of the split-core type
motor according to a second embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0024] A split-core type motor according to an embod-
iment and a method of manufacturing an armature of the
split-core type motor will be described below with refer-
ence to the drawings.
[0025] In the split-core type motor according to this em-
bodiment, lead wires of coils, which are wound on a plu-
rality of split cores, are connected so as to correspond
to a u phase, a v phase, and a w phase of a three-phase
AC power source by the crimping of crimp terminals that
include power line connecting portions. The crimp termi-
nals form terminals that correspond to the u phase, the
v phase, and the w phase, respectively.
[0026] Further, in the split-core type motor according
to this embodiment, the coils and the lead wires are cov-
ered and filled with a resin mold part while the power line
connecting portions of the crimp terminals are exposed
to the outside. As a result, a stator is formed. The power
line connecting portions are easily installed on the resin
mold part.
[0027] Therefore, according to this embodiment, a
split-core type motor, which makes the work for connect-
ing the lead wires of the coils wound on the split cores
simple and efficient and can reduce manufacturing costs
by reducing the time taken to connect wires, is realized.

[Structure of split-core type motor]

[0028] First, the structure of an armature of the split-
core type motor according to this embodiment will be
described with reference to FIGS. 1 to 13. FIG. 1 is a
schematic diagram when the split-core type motor ac-
cording to this embodiment is formed as a SPM motor.
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram when the split-core type
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motor according to this embodiment is formed as an IPM
motor.
[0029] As illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 2, the split-core
type motor 100 according to this embodiment includes
an excitation unit 2 that includes a plurality of permanent
magnets 20 provided around a rotating shaft 1 and an
armature 3 that is provided around the excitation unit 2
and includes a plurality of split coils 50. In this embodi-
ment, the armature 3 functions as a stator and the exci-
tation unit 2 functions as a rotor.
[0030] The armature 3 includes a stator core 4 and
coils 5.
[0031] A plurality of split cores 40 is combined in the
shape of a torus to form the stator core 4 (see FIGS. 5
and 6 to be described below). The stator core 4 of this
embodiment is formed of twelve split cores 40, but the
number of the split cores 40 is not limited.
[0032] Since the split-core type motor 100 according
to this embodiment uses a three-phase AC power source
as a power source, the number of the split cores 40 is a
multiple of 3. As the number of the split cores 40 is in-
creased, it is easier to form the stator core 4 in the shape
of a perfect circle. On the other hand, since the number
of coils 5 wound on the split cores 40 is increased when
the number of the split cores 40 is excessively large, the
man-hours taken to connect wires of the coils 5 are in-
creased.
[0033] FIGS. 3A to 3C illustrate front views and a side
view of a split core of this embodiment. FIG. 4 is a sche-
matic perspective view of the split core of this embodi-
ment.
[0034] As illustrated in FIGS. 3A to 3C, and 4, the split
core 40 is formed in the shape of, for example, a short
H-type rail. That is, the split core 40 has a shape in which
a core body 43 is interposed between a stator core-inner
diameter portion 41 and a stator core-outer diameter por-
tion 42. The inner surface of the stator core-inner diam-
eter portion 41 and the outer surface of the stator core-
outer diameter portion 42 are formed by a press so as to
have an arc-shaped cross-section.
[0035] The split core 40 is covered with an insulating
member 45 that is illustrated as a shaded portion in FIGS.
3A to 3C, and 4. The material of the insulating member
45 is a resin molding that is obtained by molding, for
example, a synthetic resin by a die. The shape of the
insulating member 45 is formed so as to cover both ends
of the core body 43, the stator core-inner diameter portion
41, and the stator core-outer diameter portion 42 of the
split core 40 in a longitudinal direction.
[0036] As illustrated in FIGS. 3A to 3C, a recess 47
and a protrusion 48, which are used to assemble the split
cores 40 in an annular shape by making the split cores
40 come into contact with each other, are formed on the
combined surfaces of the stator core-outer diameter por-
tion 42. Meanwhile, the recess 47 and the protrusion 48
are not illustrated in drawings except in FIGS. 3A to 3C
for the convenience of illustration.
[0037] The insulating member 45 of this embodiment

is formed of a pair of insulating insertion members 45a
and 45b. The insulating insertion members 45a and 45b
are mounted on the split core 40 by being inserted from
both ends of the split core 40 in the longitudinal direction.
[0038] Referring to FIGS. 1 to 4, the coil 5 is wound
around the core body 43 of the split core 40 on which the
insulating member 45 has been mounted. For example,
a coated wire such as an enameled wire is employed as
the winding wire of the coil 5. An automatic winding ma-
chine (not illustrated) is used as a winding machine for
the coil 5.
[0039] The split coil 50 of this embodiment means a
block in which the coil 5 is wound on the split core 40 on
which the insulating member 45 has been mounted.
Twelve split coils 50 are formed in the stator (armature)
3 of this embodiment.
[0040] FIG. 5 is a schematic perspective view illustrat-
ing a state in which the split coils of this embodiment are
disposed. FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram illustrating a
state in which the split coils of this embodiment are dis-
posed in an annular shape. Meanwhile, for convenience
of illustration, the lead wires 51 of the split coils 50 are
not illustrated in FIG. 6 (see FIG. 5).
[0041] As illustrated in FIGS. 5 and 6, the respective
split coils 50 are disposed in an annular shape so that
the stator core-inner diameter portions 41 form the inner
diameter of the armature and the stator core-outer diam-
eter portions 42 form the outer diameter of the armature.
The split coils 50 are combined with each other by the
engagement between the recesses 47 and the protru-
sions 48 that are formed on the combined surfaces of
the stator core-outer diameter portions 42 of the split
cores 40 (see FIGS. 3A to 3C). A rounding jig 70 is used
to dispose the plurality of split coils 50 in the shape of a
torus.
[0042] The rounding jig 70 includes a columnar solid
jig 71, a fixing ring 72 that is disposed around the solid
jig 71 with a predetermined interval interposed therebe-
tween, a support jig 73 that supports the peripheral por-
tion of the fixing ring 72, gripping means 74 for gripping
the fixing ring 72, and a cylinder device 75 that advances
and retracts the gripping means 74.
[0043] Twelve split coils 50 are combined in an annular
shape to form the annular stator core 4 including the coils
5. Two lead wires 51, each of which is formed by covering
an enameled wire with a synthetic resin tube having a
function of connecting wires, are extracted from each of
the split coils 50.
[0044] Referring to FIG. 6, a support portion 46 into
which an insertion pin 64 of a terminal block 60 to be
described below is inserted is provided in the middle of
the stator core-outer diameter portion 42 of each of the
split cores 40. The support portion 46 is formed of, for
example, a tube that is formed integrally with the stator
core-outer diameter portion 42 of the split core 40, has
a rectangular appearance, and includes a circular hole.
[0045] For example, a soft magnetic body such as a
silicon steel sheet is used as the material of the stator
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core 4, but the material of the stator core 4 is not limited
to the exemplified material.
[0046] The stator core-outer diameter portion 42 of the
stator core 4 has a function of suppressing the magnetic
lines of force that easily leak to the outside and maximiz-
ing the electromagnetic induction effect of permanent
magnets of a rotor (movable element).
[0047] FIG. 7 is a schematic perspective view of the
crimp terminal that is used in this embodiment.
[0048] As illustrated in FIGS. 5 and 7, the lead wires
51 of the split coils 50 are connected using the crimp
terminals 80. The crimp terminal 80 includes a crimp tube
81 that connects the lead wires 51 by being crimped, a
disc portion 82 that is provided at the tip of the crimp tube
81, a nut-like power line connecting portion 83 which is
provided on the surface of the disc portion 82 and in which
a female screw is formed, and a temporarily fixed portion
(not illustrated) that is provided on the surface of the disc
portion 82 and is fitted to a terminal block 60 (see FIG.
9) to be described below.
[0049] The lead wires 51 of the split coils 50 are insert-
ed into the crimp tube 81 and the crimp tube 81 is crimped
inward in a radial direction, so that the crimp terminal 80
connects the lead wires 51. The material of the crimp
terminal 80 is selected in view of conductivity and a crimp-
ing property, and for example, a terminal made of a ma-
terial formed by tinning oxygen-free copper (JIS C1011)
is employed.
[0050] FIGS. 8A and 8B are diagrams illustrating a
three-phase AC connection circuit of the lead wires 51
of the split coils 50 of this embodiment.
[0051] As illustrated in FIGS. 5 to 8A, and 8B, three
crimp terminals 80 are used so as to correspond to the
u phase, the v phase, and the w phase of the three-phase
AC power source. That is, the one-side lead wires 51 of
the four split coils 50 are connected to one crimp terminal
80 by the crimping of the crimp terminal.
[0052] FIG. 9 is a schematic perspective view of a ter-
minal block of this embodiment. FIG. 10 is a schematic
diagram illustrating a state in which the crimp terminal of
this embodiment is temporarily fixed onto the terminal
block.
[0053] As illustrated in FIGS. 9 and 10, three crimp
terminals 80 are fixed to the terminal blocks 60. The ter-
minal block 60 is a resin molding in which a pillar portion
61, a base portion 62, a terminal fixing portion 63, an
insertion pin 64, and a leg portion 65 are integrally molded
by a die. In this embodiment, the same material as the
material of the insulating member 45 is used as the ma-
terial of the terminal block 60.
[0054] A body of the terminal block 60 is formed of the
pillar portion 61. The base portion 62 having, for example,
a substantially trapezoidal shape is provided at the upper
end of the pillar portion 61. The terminal fixing portion 63
having a cylindrical shape is provided on the base portion
62. The insertion pin 64, which is to be inserted into the
circular hole of the support portion 46 of the split core 40,
is provided at the lower end of the pillar portion 61 (see

FIG. 6).
[0055] The insertion pin 64 of the terminal block 60 is
inserted into the support portion 46 of the split core 40,
so that the terminal block 60 is fixed to the support portion
46. The terminal blocks 60 are fixed to arbitrary three
support portions among the support portions 46 of the
split cores 40 so as to correspond to the u phase, the v
phase, and the w phase of the three-phase AC power
source.
[0056] The leg portion 65 is bent from the base portion
62 in an L shape, and prevents the collapse of the terminal
block 60 by being seated on a resin mold part 30 to be
described below. Further, the lead wires 51 of the split
coils 50 are received in a space below the leg portion 65.
[0057] The crimp terminal 80 is fixed to the cylindrical
terminal fixing portion 63 of the terminal block 60. The
crimp tube 81 of the crimp terminal 80 is placed on the
base portion 62 of the terminal block 60. The power line
connectingportion 83 is disposed at an upper portion of
the crimp terminal 80.
[0058] FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram illustrating a
state in which the armature is molded as a single body
in this embodiment. FIG. 12 is a perspective view of the
armature that is molded as a single body in this embod-
iment, when seen obliquely from the top.
[0059] As illustrated in FIGS. 11 and 12, the coils 5
wound on the split cores 40 and the plurality of lead wires
51 are covered with the resin mold part 30 while the power
line connecting portions 83 of the crimp terminals 80 are
exposed to the outside (see FIG. 10).
[0060] It is possible to mold the stator 3 as a single
body by mounting a columnar mold jig 31 in a rotor re-
ceiving hole of the stator (armature) 3 as illustrated in
FIG. 11.
[0061] FIG. 13 is a perspective view illustrating a state
in which the stator (armature) 3 molded as a single body
is received in a casing in this embodiment, when seen
obliquely from the top.
[0062] As illustrated in FIG. 13, the stator (armature)
3 is received in a casing 90 by shrink fitting. A material
that can be shrink-fitted, such as an aluminum material
or an iron material, is selected as the material of the cas-
ing 90. A casting, a die-casting, a lost-wax casting, and
an extruded molding are employed in the case of an alu-
minum material. A casting and a lost-wax casting are
employed in the case of an iron material.
[0063] As illustrated in FIGS. 10, 12, and 13, power
lines 91 of the three-phase AC power source are con-
nected to the power line connecting portions 83, which
are exposed to the outside from the resin mold part 30,
by fixing screws 92.
[0064] Referring to FIGS. 1 and 2 again, the excitation
unit 2 including the rotating shaft 1 is disposed as a rotor
in the stator 3 of the split-core type motor 100 according
to this embodiment.
[0065] The split-core type motor 100 illustrated in FIG.
1 is formed as a SPM motor (Surface Permanent Magnet
Motor). In the SPM motor, a plurality of permanent mag-
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nets 20 are disposed on the surface of a rotor core 21
(or a rotating shaft 1).
[0066] The rotor 2 of the split-core type motor 100 il-
lustrated in FIG. 1 includes a plurality of permanent mag-
nets (so-called eccentric magnets) 20 that have a shape
in which the center of the inner diameter is different from
the center of the outer diameter and are disposed on the
surface of the rotor core 21 having a circular cross-sec-
tion.
[0067] The rotor 2 of the split-core type motor 100 is
not limited thereto, and may include a plurality of perma-
nent magnets (so-called arcuate magnets) of which outer
portions have an arc shape and inner portions have a flat
shape and which are disposed on the surface of a rotor
core having a polygonal cross-section.
[0068] Besides, the split-core type motor 100 may be
formed as a SPM motor (not illustrated) in which a ring-
shaped permanent magnet (radial anisotropic ring mag-
net) is disposed on the surface of a rotor core (or a rotating
shaft).
[0069] Further, the split-core type motor 100 illustrated
in FIG. 2 is formed as an IPM motor (Interior Permanent
Magnet Motor). In the IPM motor, a plurality of permanent
magnets 20 are built in a rotor core 21 in a circumferential
direction.
[0070] The rotor core 21 is formed of, for example, a
soft magnetic body such as a silicon steel sheet.

[Action of split-core type motor and method of manufac-
turing the split-core type motor]

[0071] Next, the action of the split-core type motor 100
according to this embodiment and methods of manufac-
turing the armature 3 of the split-core type motor 100
according to first and second embodiments will be de-
scribed with reference to FIGS. 1 to 15.

<Method of manufacturing armature according to first 
embodiment>

[0072] FIG. 14 is a diagram illustrating steps of a meth-
od of manufacturing the armature of the split-core type
motor according to a first embodiment.
[0073] As illustrated in FIG. 14, a method of manufac-
turing the armature 3 of the split-core type motor 100
according to the first embodiment includes at least a step
(S110) of producing the split coils, a step (S120) of as-
sembling the split coils, a step (S130) of connecting the
split coils, and a step (S140) of molding the stator (arma-
ture).
[0074] In the method of manufacturing the armature 3
of the split-core type motor 100 according to the first em-
bodiment, the step (S110) of producing the split coils is
performed first. In this embodiment, for example, twelve
split coils 50 are produced (see FIGS. 1 and 2).
[0075] The step (S110) of producing the split coils in-
cludes a step (S111) of mounting the insulating member
and a step (S112) of winding the coils.

[0076] In the step (S110) of producing the split coils,
the step (S111) of mounting the insulating member is
performed first. In the step (S111) of mounting the insu-
lating member, as illustrated in FIG. 4, each of the split
cores 40 is covered with the insulating member 45 that
is a resin molding.
[0077] In this embodiment, twelve split cores 40 are
combined to form the annular stator core 4 (see FIGS. 1
and 2). A silicon steel sheet or the like is molded by a die
to form the split core 40. The split core 40 has a shape
in which the core body 43 is interposed between the stator
core-inner diameter portion 41 and the stator core-outer
diameter portion 42. The inner surface of the stator core-
inner diameter portion 41 and the outer surface of the
stator core-outer diameter portion 42 are formed by a
press so as to have an arc-shaped cross-section.
[0078] The insulating member 45 is formed of the pair
of insulating insertion members 45a and 45b. The insu-
lating insertion members 45a and 45b are formed by in-
jection molding a synthetic resin in a die. The insulating
insertion members 45a and 45b are mounted on the split
core 40 by being inserted from both ends of the split core
40 in the longitudinal direction. The insulating member
45 covers both ends of the core body 43, the stator core-
inner diameter portion 41, and the stator core-outer di-
ameter portion 42 of the split core 40 in the longitudinal
direction.
[0079] As illustrated in FIG. 14, the step (S112) of wind-
ing the coils is performed next in the step (S110) of pro-
ducing the split coils. In the step (S112) of winding the
coils, the coil 5 is wound around the core body 43 of each
split core 40 on which the insulating member 45 has been
mounted (see FIGS. 1 to 4). For example, a coated wire
such as an enameled wire is employed as the winding
wire of the coil 5. An automatic winding machine (not
illustrated) is used as a winding machine for the coil 5.
[0080] In the step (S110) of producing the split coils,
the split coils 50 in which the coils 5 are wound on the
split cores 40 on which the insulating members 45 have
been mounted are produced as illustrated in FIGS. 1 to
5. In this embodiment, for example, twelve split coils 50
are formed and two lead wires 51 are led from both ends
of each of the split coils 50 in a width direction.
[0081] As illustrated in FIG. 14, the step (S120) of as-
sembling the split coils is performed next. As illustrated
in FIGS. 5 and 6, in the step of assembling the split coils,
twelve split coils 50 are combined in a cylindrical shape
to form the annular stator core 4 including the coils 5.
[0082] The rounding jig 70, which includes the solid jig
71 and the fixing ring 72, is used to assemble the split
coils 50 as illustrated in FIGS. 5 and 6. The respective
split coils 50 are rounded between the solid jig 71 and
the fixing ring 72, and are disposed in a cylindrical shape
so that the stator core-inner diameter portions 41 form
the inner diameter of the armature and the stator core-
outer diameter portions 42 form the outer diameter of the
armature.
[0083] As illustrated in FIG. 14, the step (S130) of con-
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necting the split coils is performed next. The step (S130)
of connecting the split coils includes a step (S131) of
crimping the lead wires of the split coils and a step (S132)
of temporarily fixing the crimp terminals.
[0084] In the step (S130) of connecting the split coils,
the step (S131) of crimping the lead wires is performed
first.
[0085] In the step (S131) of crimping the lead wires,
as illustrated in FIGS. 8A, 8B, and 10, the lead wires 51
of the split coils 50 are connected using the crimp termi-
nals 80. Specifically, the lead wires 51 of the split coils
50 are inserted into the crimp tube 81 that is formed at
the base end portion of the crimp terminal 80 and the
crimp tube 81 is crimped inward in the radial direction,
so that the crimp terminal 80 connects the lead wires 51.
The base portion 62, which has the shape of a deformed
disc and includes the power line connecting portion 83
with a female screw, is formed at the tip portion of the
crimp tube 81.
[0086] Three crimp terminals 80 are used so as to cor-
respond to the three-phase AC power source. As illus-
trated in FIGS. 8A, 8B, and 10, the lead wires 51 of the
split coils 50 are connected and crimp terminals 80 cor-
responding to the u phase, the v phase, and the w phase
of the three-phase AC power source are mounted.
[0087] As illustrated in FIG. 14, the step (S132) of tem-
porarily fixing the crimp terminals is performed next in
the step (S130) of connecting the split coils.
[0088] In the step (S132) of temporarily fixing the crimp
terminals, first, the insertion pin 64 of the terminal block
60 is inserted and fixed to the support portion 46 of the
stator core 4 for the temporary fixing of the crimp terminal
80 as illustrated in FIGS. 9 and 10. The terminal blocks
60 are fixed to arbitrary three support portions among
the support portions 46 of the stator core 4 so as to cor-
respond to the u phase, the v phase, and the w phase of
the three-phase AC power source.
[0089] Further, the crimp terminal 80 is fixed to the cy-
lindrical terminal fixing portion 63 of the terminal block
60. The crimp tube 81 of the crimp terminal 80 is placed
on the base portion 62 of the terminal block 60. The power
line connecting portion 83 is disposed at an upper portion
of the crimp terminal 80.
[0090] As illustrated in FIG. 14, the step (S140) of mold-
ing the stator is performed next. The step (S140) of mold-
ing the stator includes a step (S141) of applying heat, a
step (S142) of installing the jig before molding, and a step
(S143) of molding the stator as a single body.
[0091] In the step (S140) of molding the stator, first,
the step (S141) of applying heat is performed.
[0092] In the step (S141) of applying heat, the stator
(armature) is disposed in a high-temperature tank (not
illustrated) and heat is applied to the stator so that a resin
molding easily adheres.
[0093] In the step (S140) of molding the stator, the step
(S142) of installing the jig before molding is performed
next.
[0094] In the step (S142) of installing the jig before

molding, as illustrated in FIG. 11, the columnar mold jig
31 made of metal is moved upward from below to and
inserted into the rotor receiving hole of the stator 3 in-
cluding the split coils 50. Since the columnar jig is inserted
into the rotor receiving hole of the stator 3, the adhesion
of a resin into the rotor receiving hole of the stator 3 is
prevented.
[0095] In the step (S140) of molding the stator, the step
(S143) of molding the stator as a single body is performed
next.
[0096] In the step (S143) of molding the stator as a
single body, the stator 3 in which the mold jig 31 has been
mounted as illustrated in FIGS. 11 and 12 is received in
a molding die of an injection molding machine (not illus-
trated) and the stator 3 is molded with a resin. The coils
5 wound on the split cores 40, the terminal blocks 60,
and the plurality of lead wires 51 are also covered with
the resin mold part 30 by the step (S143) of molding the
stator as a single body so that the power line connecting
portions 83 of the crimp terminals 80 are exposed to the
outside (see FIG. 10).
[0097] Next, a step (S150) of mounting the casing is
performed.
[0098] In the step (S150) of mounting the casing, the
casing 90 is heated and the stator (armature) 3 is re-
ceived in the casing 90 by shrink fitting as illustrated in
FIG. 13. For example, a material that can be shrink-fitted,
such as an aluminum material or an iron material, is se-
lected as the material of the casing 90. A casting, a die-
casting, a lost-wax casting, and an extruded molding are
employed in the case of an aluminum material. A casting
and a lost-wax casting are employed in the case of an
iron material.
[0099] As illustrated in FIG. 14, a step (S160) of mount-
ing a cannon plug seat is performed next and a step
(S170) of mounting the power lines is then performed.
[0100] In the step (S170) of mounting the power lines,
as illustrated in FIG. 13, the power line 91 is fixed to the
power line connecting portion 83 of the crimp terminal
80, which is exposed on the resin mold part 30, by the
fixing screw 92. Work for mounting the power line 91 is
performed for the respective power line connecting por-
tions 83 corresponding to the u phase, the v phase, and
the w phase.
[0101] The armature 3 of the split-core type motor 100
is completed by the above-mentioned steps S110 to
S170.

<Method of manufacturing armature according to second 
embodiment>

[0102] FIG. 15 is a diagram illustrating steps of a meth-
od of manufacturing the armature of the split-core type
motor according to a second embodiment.
[0103] As illustrated in FIG. 15, a method of manufac-
turing the armature of the split-core type motor according
to the second embodiment is different from that according
to the first embodiment in terms of the order of a step
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(S250) of molding the stator and a step (S240) of mount-
ing the casing and the contents of the step (S250) of
molding the stator.
[0104] That is, sinceastep (S110) of producing the split
coils, a step (S120) of assembling the split coils, a step
(S130) of connecting the split coils, a step (S160) of
mounting a cannon plug seat, and a step (S170) of
mounting the power lines are performed in the same man-
ner as the first embodiment, the description thereof will
not be made.
[0105] In the method of manufacturing the armature of
the split-core type motor according to the second em-
bodiment, the step (S250) of molding the stator is per-
formed after the step (S240) of mounting the casing.
[0106] In the step (S240) of mounting the casing, the
casing is heated and the stator (armature) is received in
the casing by shrink fitting as in the first embodiment.
The same material as the material used in the first em-
bodiment is employed as the material of the casing.
[0107] The step (S250) of molding the stator includes
a step (S251) of applying heat and a step (S252) of in-
tegrally molding a frame.
[0108] In the step (S250) of molding the stator, the step
(S251) of applying heat is performed first.
[0109] In the step (S251) of applyingheat, the stator
(armature) on which the casing has been mounted is dis-
posed in a high-temperature tank (not illustrated) and
heat is applied to the stator so that a resin molding easily
adheres.
[0110] In the step (S250) of molding the stator, the step
(S252) of integrally molding a frame is performed next.
[0111] In the step (S252) of integrally molding a frame,
the stator on which the casing has been mounted is re-
ceived in amoldingdie of an injectionmoldingmachine
(not illustrated) and the stator is molded with a resin. The
coils 5 wound on the split cores 40, the terminal blocks
60, and the plurality of lead wires 51 are also covered
with the resin mold part by the step (S252) of integrally
molding a frame so that the power line connecting por-
tions 83 of the crimp terminals 80 are exposed to the
outside (see FIG. 10).
[0112] Since the step (S250) of molding the stator is
performed after the casing is mounted on the stator in
the step (S252) of integrally molding a frame of the sec-
ond embodiment, a mold jig is not needed unlike in the
step (S143) of molding the stator as a single body of the
first embodiment.

<Action of split-core type motor>

[0113] Referring to FIGS. 1 and 2 again, the excitation
unit 2 including the rotating shaft 1 is disposed in the
stator (armature) 3 as a rotor. The excitation unit 2 in-
cludes the plurality of permanent magnet 20 that are pro-
vided, for example, on the rotor core 21. The rotor core
21 is formed of, for example, a soft magnetic body such
as a silicon steel sheet.
[0114] The split-core type motor 100 according to this

embodiment includes the excitation unit 2 in which the
plurality of permanent magnets 20 are disposed on the
rotor core 21 in the circumferential direction, and the ar-
mature 3 which is provided so as to surround the excita-
tion unit 2 and in which the plurality of split coils 50 are
assembled in an annular shape.
[0115] In this embodiment, the armature 3 functions
as a stator and the excitation unit 2 functions as a rotor.
That is, in the split-core type motor 100 of this embodi-
ment, current flows in the coils 5 of the armature 3 so as
to cross the magnetic flux that is generated by the per-
manent magnets of the excitation unit. When the mag-
netic flux of the permanent magnets 20 and the current
flowing in the coils 5 of the armature 3 cross each other,
the split-core type motor 100 of this embodiment rotates
the rotor by generating a driving force on the rotor in the
circumferential direction by electromagnetic induction.
[0116] According to this embodiment, the crimp termi-
nals 80 including the power line connecting portions 83
connect the lead wires 51 of the plurality of split coils 50
by being crimped so that the lead wires of the split coils
correspond to the u phase, the v phase, and the w phase
of the three-phase AC power source. The crimp terminals
80 form terminals that correspond to the u phase, the v
phase, and the w phase, respectively.
[0117] Accordingly, since the split-core type motor 100
according to this embodiment uses the crimp terminals
80, it is possible to easily perform work for connecting
wires as compared to soldering work and the reliability
of wire connection quality is also improved. Since the
crimp terminals 80 and the terminal blocks 60 are em-
ployed, the crimp terminals 80 including the power line
connecting portions 83 are easily positioned.
[0118] That is, the split-core type motor 100 according
to this embodiment can make the work for connecting
the lead wires 51 of the split coils 50 simple and efficient.
Accordingly, the split-core type motor 100 according to
this embodiment can reduce the man-hours taken to con-
nect wires and reduce manufacturing costs by reducing
the time taken to connect wires.
[0119] Further, according to this embodiment, since
the coils 5, the terminal blocks 60, and the lead wires 51
are covered with the resin mold part 30 while the power
line connecting portions 83 of the crimp terminals 80 are
exposed to the outside, the power line connecting por-
tions 83 are easily installed on the resin mold part 30.
Furthermore, since the stator (armature) 3 is molded as
a single body by using the columnar mold jig 31, it is
possible to reduce the lead time of resin molding. It is
possible to more easily connect the power lines 91 by
tightening the fixing screws 92 to the power line connect-
ing portions 83 of the crimp terminals 80.
[0120] Hereinbefore, although the preferred embodi-
ments of the invention have been described, these em-
bodiments are examples for the purpose of describing
the invention, and it is not intended to limit the scope of
this invention to only the above embodiments. That is,
this invention can be practiced in various aspects differ-
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ent from the above-mentioned embodiments without de-
parting from the gist of the invention.

Claims

1. A split-core type motor comprising:

an excitation unit that includes permanent mag-
nets; and
an armature that includes a plurality of split coils,
wherein the armature at least comprises,
the plurality of split coils that are formed by wind-
ing coils on split cores on which insulating mem-
bers have been mounted,
a stator that is formed by disposing the plurality
of split coils in an annular shape,
crimp terminals that include power line connect-
ing portions, connect lead wires of the split coils
by being crimped so that the lead wires of the
split coils correspond to a u phase, a v phase,
and a w phase of a three-phase AC power
source, and form terminals corresponding to the
u phase, the v phase, and the w phase, respec-
tively, and
a resin mold part that covers the coils and the
lead wires while the power line connecting por-
tions of the crimp terminals are exposed to the
outside.

2. A method of manufacturing an armature of a split-
core type motor in which a plurality of split coils are
built in a stator core, the method comprising:

producing the plurality of split coils by mounting
insulating members on split cores and winding
coils on the split cores;
assembling the plurality of split coils in an annu-
lar shape;
connecting split coils by connecting lead wires
of the split coils by crimping crimp terminals so
that the lead wires of the split coils correspond
to a u phase, a v phase, and a w phase of a
three-phase AC power source, and by forming
terminals, which correspond to the u phase, the
v phase, and the w phase, respectively, with the
crimp terminals;and
molding a stator in which the coils and the lead
wires are covered with a resin mold part so that
power line connecting portions of the crimp ter-
minals are exposed to the outside.

3. The method according to claim 2,
wherein the connecting of the split coils comprises,
mounting terminal blocks on the split cores,
connecting split coils by connecting the lead wires
of the plurality of the split coils by crimping the crimp
terminals so that the lead wires of the split coils cor-

respond to the u phase, the v phase, and the w phase
of the three-phase AC power source, and by forming
terminals, which correspond to the u phase, the v
phase, and the w phase, respectively, with the crimp
terminals, and
temporarily fixing the crimp terminals to the terminal
blocks.

4. The method according to claim 2,
wherein the molding of the stator comprises,
applying heat to a stator including the split coils,
mounting a mold jig in a rotor receiving chamber of
the stator including the split coils, and
molding as a single body the coils and the lead wires
of the stator, which includes the split coils and in
which the mold jig has been mounted, by covering
the coils and the lead wires with the resin mold part
so that power line connecting portions of the crimp
terminals are exposed to the outside.

5. The method according to claim 2,
wherein the molding of the stator is performed after
mounting a casing comprises,
applying heat to the stator including the split coils
and molding as a single frame the coils and the lead
wires of the stator, which includes the split coils and
on which the casing has been mounted, by covering
the coils and the lead wires with the resin mold part
so that power line connecting portions of the crimp
terminals are exposed to the outside.
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